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Technical Architecture 
 
FlexiFin: Built for the rapidly changing world of financial services. 
 
Banks and Financial institutions are caught on the horns of a dilemma; on the one hand increasing regulatory 
compliance requirements are driving up cost to income ratios while on the other customer expectations for more 
cost-effective digital offerings is being spurred by nascent Fintech offerings and challenger banks.  
 
Incumbent financial institutions are o hamstrung by their legacy technology substantially reducing their ability to 
respond to more agile Fintech competitors. On the other side of the coin Fintech companies need to capitalize on 
opportunities rapidly and as such need to lever existing modern architectures rather than building them from 
scratch. 
FlexiFin addresses both sets of problems by harnessing the power of a modern micro-services architecture to 
allow both FinTechs and incumbent Banks to rapidly assemble solutions. 
 
The FlexiFin Architecture is built on the following tenets: 
 

• Loose Coupling Tight Cohesion – Based on domain driven design our services are aggregates of 
logically grouped functionality. Each service is can be independently deployed and maintains its own 
state.  
 

• API first – All services are built with the service user in mind. Services implementation follows the Open 
API standard, which provides a comprehensive description of the various endpoints and how to use the 
endpoints. 
 

• Synchronicity – Asynchronous event driven service-to-service communication as well as synchronous 
communications via REST. 
 
 

• Security – Multilayered security from the API gateway to the resource endpoint. The platform 
implements OpenID Connect for authentication, single sign on and highly granular authorization. 
 

• Extensibility – The platform is extensible and can curate and number of third party or custom services 
that provide appropriate API interfaces. 
 
 

• Language agnostic – Since services are loosely coupled, they can be developed in any language. 
 

• Platform Agnostic – FlexiFin can be deployed on any public, private or hybrid cloud. All services are 
containerized. 
 
 

• Simplicity – Built with the minimum number of framework components as depicted in the diagram 
below. 
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FlexiFin’s use of Microservices and event sourcing gives it a unique architecture to compete in the new world of 
Fintech. FlexiFin provides for innovation in financial services where access to data, both structured and 
unstructured from multiple structured and unstructured sources is possible in the architecture. This will enable 
better customer service and decisioning as well as the need to be performant at web scale is critical to success. 
 
Some of the business and technology advantages to the FlexiFin architecture are listed below. 
 
Organising around business capabilities: Microservices are much smaller modules or components of a larger 
domain which are loosely coupled together via API’s. Each service is focused and hence lend themselves to doing 
things autonomously, and as such, by building products / modules (the microservice), rather than projects, teams 
can focus on building business functionality rather than focusing on technology. This results in services that are 
adaptable in multiple contexts. The same service can be reused in more than one business process or over 
different business channels depending on the need. Each team is responsible for a particular service. This 
approach lends itself to the creation of smart cross functional teams. 

Autonomous, Cross-functional Teams: Microservices are a blessing for distributed teams. Microservices grant the 
developers more independence to work autonomously and make technical decisions quickly in smaller groups. In 
the IT landscape of today, virtual teams, outsourced and offshore teams, and skills shortages all result in 
distributed workforces. Microservices are far more suited to this environment than monolithic architectures. 
Microservices lend themselves to the execution of highly defined and discrete tasks which autonomous cross 
functional teams are more likely to succeed in achieving in an efficient and timeous manner. 

Improved Productivity and Speed: The microservices architecture tackles the problem of productivity and speed 
by decomposing applications into manageable services that are faster to develop. Different teams can be working 
on different components simultaneously without having to wait for one team to finish a chunk of work before 
starting theirs. This type of architecture is also very useful for speeding up quality assurance since each 
microservice can be tested individually. 

Easier to Build and Maintain Apps: The key principle of microservices is simplicity. Applications become easier to 
build and maintain when they’re split into a set of smaller, composable fragments. Managing the code also 
becomes less painful because each microservice is, in fact, a separate chunk of code. Services can be 
implemented using different programming languages, databases and software environments. This allows each 
service to be deployed, rebuilt, re-deployed and managed independently. For example, if a microservice allocates 
too much memory or puts a heavy load on the processor, it will only affect this service. Generally speaking, any 
problem with a microservice will not influence the entire system and the failure of individual microservices can be 
compensated for relatively quickly. Plus, it allows putting each microservice into production one by one easily. 
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Scalability: Microservice architecture allows an application / platform to scale according to the needs of a single 
service at a time. You are able to deploy multiple instances of just the service that is having huge load put on it, 
versus having to scale multiple complete instances of an application, and, or the infrastructure it sits on. 
Microservices are also well suited to cloud containerization, which means you can scale in near real time just for 
a peak load and then scale back down to a lower footprint of infrastructure. Microservices are ideally suited to both 
horizontal and vertical scaling. 
 
Cost: Microservice architecture allows an application / platform to scale according to the needs of a single service 
at a time. This means that you only need to pay for development of the services that need development without 
impacting the remaining application / platform, and you only need to provide infrastructure for the service that 
needs to scale instead of having to scale an entire application because of the needs of a single piece of that 
application. Costs are also better managed as the microservice architecture lends itself to cloud scaling for peak 
load when needed but otherwise running a much lower footprint which reduces costs. 
 
Technology insulation: Because each microservice is autonomous and loosely coupled within the application / 
platform it is possible to alter the technology of the service without having to upgrade / change the technology of 
the entire application / platform. 
 
Resilience: Unlike in a monolithic application / platform, when a single service fails or requires huge resources in 
a microservice, the entire application does not crash or get impacted. 
 
Vendor insulation: Microservices prevent vendor lock in. If one of the microservices required in the solution for the 
business has been provided by a particular vendor, and needs changing, it can be changed without having to 
change the vendor of all the other services. 
 
There are also advantages that an event sourced system enables. Not all parts of a system are suited to this model, 
but the key loan management account processing, (savings and current account are being refactored to this model 
architecture), and Product ledger use this model.  
  
Traceability: An event sourced system states that the state of a system is the sum of all the events that led to that 
state. This is particularly suited to financial systems as when an event is emitted it is stored in an append only 
“event store”. Hence all events are stored, and every event that led to a state (such as current balance) is “auditable” 
and traceable as a “state” of say an account. It is not persisted/saved, but derived directly from the sum of the 
events that led to that “state”. 
 
Performance: In conjunction with the CQRS (command query response segregation) pattern, event sourcing allows 
microservice/s to issue commands to write to a store and for other microservice/s to “listen” to these events 
written and allow for queries / “reads” from this microservice. This combination of write to the event store/s and 
for a read of events from the event store, allows multiple projections or views to be implemented. The projections 
are decoupled completely from the write microservice. Different storage systems (NoSql or relational etc.) can be 
implemented for each projection, and scaled accordingly, as can the write side of the events. Event stores are also 
asynchronous which means that locking and volume issues are eliminated. 
 
Data: data as a driver of operational and competitive advantage requires a system that is suited to creating / writing 
data and listening to events / data that can be responded to, to provide descriptive and prescriptive intelligent 
action. Event sourcing is particularly well suited to this paradigm and few if any core banking applications are able 
to compete with FlexiFin here.  
 


